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Our changing world: let’s be ready



Our vision:

To be recognised in key 

international markets as the 

leading body that develops 

and enforces professional 

standards, and offers 

access to the most sought 

after professional status







Everyone’s got a view of the future 

Source: Arup “Future of Rail 2050”



RICS Futures 2015
RICS Futures 2015

RICS Futures…in 19 different countries



Our approach

Data gathering 

(2012-14)

Interviews, surveys 

and events with 

400+ participants 

Analysis (2014)

Research, 

third-party sources, 

testing of insight

Prospection(2014)

Defining the 

implications 

Strategic 

Planning 

(late 2014-15) 

Six areas 

for action 

developed 



www.rics.org/changingworld

www.rics.org/futures

#RICSFutures

RICS Futures

http://www.rics.org/changingworld
http://www.rics.org/futures


► Change is accelerating and affects all of us 

► Growing complexity

► Our sector is not viewed as favourably as others –

ethics, innovation, change

► Major gaps exist on sustainability

► The skills needed by natural and built environment 

professionals, as well as work roles are changing

► Employers are concerned about talent 

► Members are concerned about technological change

► Collaboration is increasingly important

► Stronger leadership is needed 

What have we learned?



The socio-economic drivers and trends

RICS Futures



Changing capital flows – real estate rising



Source: Millward Brown/WPP 2014 China Brand Survey

Shift in economic power to the East
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Economic power is shifting



Cities are growing - fast



Some populations are ageing…



…some cities have booming populations



Inequality is on the rise



Resources are becoming scarce



The new business landscape

RICS Futures



Real estate: a booming asset class



Our sector has to improve on ethics



Disruptive business models

► Mobile internet
Exponential growth in mobile internet use 

is boosting web-based businesses, 

especially in emerging markets

► Increased cost pressure
Internet-driven disintermediation is 

driving efficiency – but also reducing 

profit margins

► Mergers and acquisitions
Multidisciplinary companies are 

more commonplace, affecting the 

skills in demand



Source: Control 4 Source: Wall Street Journal 

Our digital revolution 



…and don’t forget big data

Intensity of Twitter 

use on weekdays in 

London, October to 

December 2013



London Transport and Twitter Use



How will real estate change?



Technology Disruption

A digital revolution is changing the property profession



Rising and falling skills demands



Specialist, generalist or client-focused?

► Blurring professional boundaries
Larger, more multidisciplinary employers 

will create demand for ‘T’ shaped skill 

sets

► From transactional to advisory 
As technology improves efficiency, 

professionals have an opportunity to add 

value with advisory services

► New technical skills
Data analysis and management; 

sustainability; financial awareness



Actions for the future



#RICSFutures

► 2015/16  PropTech and data

Future of infrastructure

Engaging the next generation  

► 2016/17 Future of Workplace 

Future of Resource management

Download the report and read more 

www.rics.org/changingworld or www.rics.org/futures

What next ?  

http://www.rics.org/changingworld
http://www.rics.org/futures




Future standards journey to 2030 



Bringing technology and property closer together 

Future collaboration

► Training and skills 

► Creating new networks spanning tech and property life cycle players 

► Supporting a culture of innovation – better, faster, stronger 

► Better efficiency to deliver infrastructure with less resources 

► Clear international standards 

► Quality assurance of data from built and natural environment 

► Smart cities – new models of governance, delivery through new 

alliances, PPP, key indicators to measure success 

► a lifecycle approach to asset management

► Focus on securing land tenure, affordable housing, employment 

and improved living standards



City (Space syntax UCL) Building (Ghafari/AR)

RICS Futures -- Technology





IFMA-RICS collaboration
Problems the collaboration aims to solve:

• Fragmentation of the global FM community

• Lack of integration of FM strategies across all components 
of the building life cycle

• Lack of pervasive recognition of FM as a career of choice

Goals of the collaboration:

• Raise the profile and standing of FM professionals globally

• Foster a more inclusive, robust global FM knowledge-
sharing community

• Advance the visibility and prominence of FM worldwide

• Create a one-stop shop for FM professional development 
needs and a clear route for entry into and advancement in 
the FM discipline



IFMA-RICS collaboration

How you can get involved:

• Continue to socialize news of the collaboration among the FM 

community

• Share questions, thoughts and suggestions on what you’d like to 

see as a result of the collaboration with IFMA and RICS

• Provide testimonials on how you anticipate this collaboration will 

help meet the needs of the FM industry

Send feedback and testimonials to communications@ifma.org.

Watch www.ifma.org/ricscollaboration for additional 

details to be shared as the collaboration develops.



Webinar Series March 14, 2017

Workforce 

disruption
The shared economy

Chris Hood will share his research on the 

dramatic shift in terms of how individuals 

are employed, why this change has come 

about, and the implications for people, 

organization and real estate



Webinar Series 2017

March Shared Economy - Impact on Real Estate and Workplace

April FASB

May Crafting C-Suite Alliances for Real Estate Leverage

June Driving Real Estate Decisions and Conversations using Data

July Stories of Urban Transformation: The Rise of 18-Hour 
Work/Live Communities

August Optimizing Your Real Estate Portfolio – Case Studies

September REAL Annual Update and WWP Events



Facility Fusion

REAL Tracks at both events!
Las Vegas sessions:
 Data Management Requirements for FASB and IFRS
 Crafting Alliances: Rethinking Our Approach to Enabling 

Better CEO Decisions in Place and Technology
 What the Heck is a Chartered Surveyor, and Why Should 

You Care?
 A Great Marriage: Process Improvement and Technology 

for Superior Results on Construction Projects

Toronto sessions:
 Real Estate: What’s Hot and What’s Not – Current & 

Future Perspectives from North America and Across the 
Globe

 Crafting Alliances: Rethinking Our Approach to Enabling 
Better CEO Decisions in Place and Technology

 Real Estate 2030: A Workshop in Transformative Future 
Thinking for the Profession

 The Real Estate Paradox: Options and Investments



Facility Fusion

Your community needs you!

Please lend a hand and a voice to help our community become a more 

valuable resource for IFMA’s membership. 

Please email me at davidkarpook@hotmail.com if you would like to 

serve on one of these committees:

 Webinars

 Marketing and Communications

 Events and Hospitality

 Education and Research

 Membership

mailto:davidkarpook@hotmail.com
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